ABSTRACT Providing stable and fast data transmission service is challenging in a high mobility wireless communication system, where massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) beamforming is deemed as a potential solution. In the literature, the majority of previous works focused on how to optimize the beamforming scheme with traditional side information like perfect or imperfect channel state information (CSI) in non-mobile or low mobility scenarios. However, it is hard to either track the channel or obtain perfect CSI in the high mobility scenario without large online computation, because the wireless channel appears to be fast time varying and double-selective in the spatial-temporal domain. In this paper, by exploiting the special characters in the high mobility scenario, we introduce an applicable low-complexity beamforming scheme with transmit diversity in the high mobility scenario with the aid of location information. The beam is generated and selected mainly based on the location information, where the beam weight is optimized to maximize the total service that one BS can provide. Moreover, to guarantee a full diversity gain in this joint scheme, an optimal beam selection algorithm is proposed. Besides, to maximize the total service competence of one base station, a closed-form power allocation solution for the multi-user scenario is derived. To solve the potential inter-beam interference in massive MIMO system, a location-aided algorithm is proposed to eliminate the interference and maximize the mobile service of the whole train at the same time. Theoretical analysis and multiple simulation results show that our scheme approaches the theoretical performance bound of adaptive beamforming scheme but with much lower complexity.
environment [14] . First, the estimated maximum Doppler shift could be 945 Hz when the velocity is at 486km/h and the carrier frequency is at 2.1 GHz [5] . The Doppler effect would trigger inter-channel interference (ICI) [15] and consequently degrades the performance of systems such as MIMO-OFDM [16] . Second, frequent handovers and group handovers could increase the drop-off probability, which leads to the degradation of the quality of service (QoS) [17] , especially considering the service time of one base station (BS) is diminished by high mobility [18] . Therefore, diverse assessments can be introduced to evaluate the beamforming performance [19] considering practical issues. Third, high mobility would probably result in traversing multiple terrains that diverse typical wireless communication scenarios such as viaduct and tunnel could be encountered within a short time. Therefore, complex channel environment would bring up new problems in channel modelings and detections [20] and meanwhile jeopardize the whole process of channel detection [21] because the wireless channel appears to be fast-varying and double-selective fading. Besides, near the boundary region of one BS, since the received signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) is very low [22] , accurate instant channel detection becomes arduous and even imperfect channel state information (CSI) is not easily attainable [23] , which fundamentally questions the significance of instant channel detection in this scenario, especially when considering its high complexity for massive MIMO [24] , [25] . Fourth, omnidirectional antenna will cause mutual interference between public wireless communication system and dedicated system for HSR [26] . Thus, a proper power allocation scheme [27] according to the spatial distribution of BS [28] is indispensable. To generalize it, the high mobility character challenges the conventional beamforming in the aspects of channel detection, tracking and scheduling when considering the complexity-performance tradeoff. Therefore, it is paramount to introduce new perspectives and methods to redesign the beamforming scheme according to the aforementioned problems, which has not been studied in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
B. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
Previous researches mainly focused on diverse beamforming scheme designs and their performance developments in the low mobility scenario for massive or non-massive MIMO systems. In [29] , it essentially proposed an elementary method on combing adaptive beamforming with space-time block coding (STBC). Later in [16] , it put forward a scheme on joint orthogonal switched beam with STBC whose performance approaches the theoretical bound of adaptive beamforming with lower complexity. In the last decade, certain parts of previous works focused on the theoretical performance exploration with different side information and preconditions [30] , [31] , whereas multiple applications [32] , [33] and implementations [34] , [35] of diverse joint switched beam schemes had been raised up. Until recent years, several conventional beamforming schemes [36] [37] [38] had been introduced into high mobility scenarios such as HSR, which according to the theoretical analysis, had an impressive performance improvements. However, none of them had considered to design a joint beamforming scheme for massive MIMO system in the high mobility scenario with comparatively low computational complexity.
As explained earlier, the conventional approach of beamforming scheme is not suitable for massive MIMO systems in high mobility scenarios. The channel tracking is impossible in the high mobility scenario because the channel coherent time is less than 1 ms according to the real-scenraio estimation in [5] , namely, the channel experiences fast fading. Even if accurate CSI could be available, the benefits achieved by conventional joint adaptive beamforming schemes could be possibly offset by the enormous cost for continuously instant channel detections and huge complexity encountered in eigenvalue decomposing (ED) operations. Besides, for massive MIMO system, pilot contamination and its elimination will also consume enormous resources, which degrades the overall performance considering limited transmission time for each BS. According to the analysis of previous study [27] in the high mobility scenario as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the coverage of one BS is generally divided into three regions: degree-of-freedom (DoF) limited region, intermediate region and SNR-limited region. Traditional beamforming scheme is beneficial in DoF limited region and intermediate region.
However, in the SNR-limited region, since the received SNR could be extremely low, the benefits from conventional approaches are not worthy for tiny improvements. However, it is favourable that if the tiny improvements could be attained without large efforts in the same region. To the best of our knowledge, although high mobility arouses the aforementioned critical problems, it can also be beneficial in other perspectives that ground users with high mobility could be geographically predictable and usually move on fixed rail such as HSR or expressway, which means no spatial-random burst communication requests will occur and narrows down the coverage scope of the beamforming scheme. Therefore, the location information can be exploited VOLUME 5, 2017 as a valuable side information and the real low-complexity beamforming scheme can be performed to compensate for the severe path loss in this scenario to a certain extent. Besides, the transmit diversity scheme like Alamouti STBC can function well in the absence of instant CSI and the large space for massive antenna installations on the top of the train can guarantee a full diversity gain in this joint scheme.
In this paper, we first take advantage of location information to design the low-complexity beamforming in the high mobility scenario for massive MIMO systems. In contrast to conventional joint adaptive beamforming or joint orthogonal switched beamforming, our beamforming scheme needs neither instantaneous channel detection nor large ED calculations of the estimated channel covariance matrix (CCM) to generate optimal beamforming weights and consequently, the large online computational complexity is reduced to a foreseeable extreme. The beamforming weights are precalculated and pre-stored at the BS according to the location of the train. When the train moves through one BS, the BS matches the train location information with stored beamforming excitation vector. To maximize the total service of one BS, we optimize the beam weight accordingly, where the optimal power allocation coefficient can also be precalculated and stored. Considering diversity gain is crucial to guarantee the overall performance in this scenario, an optimal beam selection algorithm is proposed and then, we maximize the total service in the multi-user scenario. For the practical issue, inter-beam interference is eliminated according to the location information based on the previous deductions. In the following discussions, three related fundamental problems will be investigated:
• How does the proposed scheme solve the aforementioned critical problems in high mobility scenarios?
• How does the proposed scheme contribute in the aspect of bit-error rate (BER), successful handover probability and the total mobile service of one BS?
• How much is the performance gap between joint adaptive beamforming scheme and the proposed scheme? According to the results of numerical simulations, the proposed method is capable to perform beamforming with the aided of location information in a high mobility scenario like HSR, which alleviates the challenges in channel detections and diminishes the inherent large-online computational complexity. By properly designing directional beamforming scheme, significant improvement is observed in the aspects of BER, successful handover probability and total mobile service. Moreover, due to the exploitation of location information, the performance of the proposed location-aided beamforming scheme approaches the performance limit of the joint adaptive beamforming scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the designed transceiver structure, the channel model and the evaluation methods for the high mobility scenario. Section III presents the detailed design of our locationaware massive MIMO beamforming scheme with optimal power allocation coefficient against large-scale fading.
In Section IV, we introduce the detailed full-diversity guarantee scheme and the optimal resource allocation scheme of beamforming for the multi-user scenario. In Section V, based on previous discussions, we provide a location-aided interbeam interference elimination method for massive MIMO beamforming system. Section VI provides multiple simulation results justifying the analysis. Finally, we conclude it in Section VII.
Throughout the rest of the paper, matrices and vectors are denoted by bold capital and lowercase letters, respectively. Let V ∈ C M ×N mean that the complex matrix V is consist of M rows and N columns. I N denotes an N ×N identity matrix; (·) T stands for transpose operation; (·) * stands for complex conjugate operation; (·) H stands for Hermitian transpose; stands for the Hadamard product; · F refers to the Frobenius norm and E(·) to denote ensemble expectation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider the downlink transmission of a massive multi-user MIMO system in the HSR scenario with K users and total N generated beams, where each carriage is deemed as a user in this scenario and is equipped with a single antenna. Aiming to solve the significant penetration loss (larger than 20 dB according to [6] ) from the alloy carriages of high-speed trains, which raises the handoff failure rate per user link at the same time, a two-hop transmission structure for HSR is applied to achieve broadband transmission. The system is illustrated in Fig. 2 along with typical linear topology distribution of BS. The vertical distance between BS and the the railway is denoted as d 0 and the approximate transmission coverage is denoted as R. Besides, the length of crossover coverage of adjacent BS denotes as d c and the length of one carriage is denoted as d n . According to [37] , Uniform Linear Array (ULA) antenna has proven its performance superiority in the HSR scenario and the multi-subarray structure is a good choice for beamforming [39] because the HSR itself can be treated as a distributed antenna system [40] . Therefore, our design for the downlink transmission is to equip the BS with multiple ULA subarray antennas. Each subarray has M -elements and communicates with different users. In the two-hop scheme, the mobile relay (MR) is mounted on the top of each carriage and user transmission inside will be forward to the BS through MR. Since MR and users are relatively static, transmission between them can be settled by conventional approaches, such as WiFi. Therefore, the bottom neck of this two-hop scheme mainly falls into the hop between BS and MR. In this paper, we focus on the link between BS and the atop MR. Besides, since BS is deployed relatively far away from the rail, according to the characters of HSR scenarios, we consider far-field scattering characteristics, namely, the scatterers are far away from the BS 1 and therefore, the angular spread (AS) around the BS is relatively tight.
Since the total service time of one BS is short, we deem the train moves at a constant speed within one BS. For simplicity, The Doppler effect in this scenario will not be our primary consideration in our model. However, we can offset the intercarrier interference (ICI) according to the method in [41] if it is required by the dedicated systems. The approximate channel coherent time according to the Doppler estimation in this scenario [5] is estimated to be no less than 10 −3 second and thus we can adjust the block length of STBC accordingly.
A. CHANNEL MODEL
1) Small-Scale Fading:
A high speed moving train may encounter diverse wireless communication scenarios in a comparatively short time such as mountainous terrain (channel fading obeys Rayleigh distribution), viaduct (channel fading obeys Rice distribution) and tunnel. Consequently, we consider to adopt Nakagami-m distribution to depict the envelop of received signals in rapid fading channel for its versatility [42] and better empirical data fitness [43] . The advantage of this model is that we can include more scenarios for the HSR scenario discussion. Besides, them value of Nakagami-m fading channel in this HSR scenario can be obtained by prototype as in [44] . Accordingly, the fading channel can be expressed as
where A(t) and e −jφ k denote its amplitude and phase, respectively. A(t) is a Nakagami-m variable whose probability density function (pdf) is formulated as
where (·) stands for the Gamma function and represents the average power A 2 such that = A 2 /m. Them represents the fading severity and the smaller them is, the severer the channel fading will be. To be more specific, in casem = 0.5, the Nakgami-m fading reduces to one-sided Gaussian fading; in casem = 1, it degrades into Rayleigh fading; in casem = (K + 1) 2 /(2K + 1), it is approximately equal to Rician fading with parameter K; in casem approaches infinity, it indicates no fading.
2) Large-Scale Fading:
We adopt a normalized free-space path loss model in this scenario and we express it as a function of the distance d(t) between the BS and the MR on the train:
. α is the path loss exponent and usually α ∈ [2, 5] . And we set the time that the head of the train passes the point O in Fig. 2 as t = 0 point such that d(t) can be expressed as
where β = arccos
. d s represents the rail length covered by one BS and v stands for the velocity of the train. h BS and h tr denote the antenna height at the BS and train, respectively. Thus, the large scale fading an be equivalently expressed as
Assuming there are L subarrays, the baseband signal S(t) is divided into L parallel substreams. The substream signals will be encoded in the STBC encoder as illustrated in Fig. 3 . After that, each parallel output copies its encoded signal that guarantees the input signal onto the subarray possesses the same phase. The copied signals will be multiplied with a matched phase excitation
and an accordingly amplitude excitation f n for beamforming. The beamforming codebook is precalculated according to the BS coverage radius, distribution and train location information. The acquisition process of w n will be later described in detail. A signal combiner performs a simple operation to obtain the ready-to-transmit vector signal for each subarray x l (t) (l ∈ L={1, 2, ..., L}) which can be expressed as
where w n is a 1 × M vector selected from the beamforming codebook and S l (t) is a M × 1 vector. 
C. EVALUATION METHODS
In the context, accurate train location information is assumed to be available by certain existed advanced techniques, such as Global Positioning System (GPS), Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) system, accelerometer, goniometer, etc..
1) Mobile Service:
Unlike conventional low-mobility users, users on a high speed train will not stay in the service range of one BS for a long time, where the train speed usually around 350 km/h and the service time is around 10 seconds according to different BS deployments. Consequently, the instantaneous capacity can not fully exhibit the service competence of one BS when applying massive MIMO beamforming. Therefore, based on the achievable rate, we define the mobile service to quantify the service competence as the integral of the instantaneous achievable rate R(τ ) over a certain time period [0,
where t m represents the total service time of one BS coverage.
2) Successful Handover:
The handover performance is paramount in a HSR communication system because of short BS service time aroused by high mobility. Poor handover performance will trigger inferior QoS of time-sensitive service like voice and consequently, more data will be buffered for further transmission, which will probably cause traffic congestion. For the traditional handover trigger scheme, handover will be triggered when
where ξ u and ξ v stand for the received SNR from previous BS u and next BS v, respectively. ς stands for the trigger threshold. If the received signal is too weak to be decoded, an outage occurs
where η stands for the outage threshold. Therefore, the handover succeed probability can be simply expressed as
III. LOW-COMPLEXITY LOCATION-AWARE BEAMFORMING SCHEME
In this section, we first describe the detailed criterions to generate appropriate beams, which includes phase excitation and amplitude excitation. After that, a general beam scheduling process for the HSR scenario is presented.
A. PHASE EXCITATION
According to the discussion in [45] , directional transmission can be achieved with specific phase excitation into the antenna. Therefore, once the BS is deployed, the transmission coverage and relative position to one carriage are fixed, namely the directional transmission range of this scenario is determined. Because the AS is tight in the HSR scenario, the angle of arrival (AoA) of the strongest signal can be covered in a beam with appropriate beamwidth especially for the large distance transmission, where the beamwidth is the half power beamwidth according to [46] . Since we adopt multiple single-array M-elements ULA, the total beam number N is determined on the appropriate AS and d 0 . If we simply take the Butler method as an example to generate the beam with N = 2 c (c ∈ N + ) total beams, the n-th beamforming weight can be expressed as
where f n = M m=1 f n (m) (m ∈ M={1, 2, ..., M }) denotes the power allocation coefficient for the n-th beam and N n=1 f n = 1. f n (m) stands for the actual amplitude excitation on the m-th element and for a ULA antenna the amplitude excitation is defaulted to be equal on each element. D n (β lo ) denotes the directivity of n-th beam with regard to the angle of departure (AoD) β lo .
where
and As illustrated in Fig. 4 , once the BS is deployed, the beams directed to different locations are generated accordingly, namely, the BS can off-line calculate and pre-store the phase excitation θ n of the n-th beam directed to a certain location, where θ n =[θ 1 n ,θ 2 n ,...,θ m n ,...θ M n ] T and θ m n is the exact phase excitation on m-th element of the n-th beam. Consequently, the phase excitation mapper Θ ∈ C M ×N of each beam can be expressed as
Remark 1: According to the definition of directivity D, when the train moves toward BS, the directivity will increase; when the train leaves BS, the directivity will decrease; when β lo = π/2, the directivity is maximized.
B. AMPLITUDE EXCITATION
As defined in Eq. (10), each beam possesses a power allocation coefficient f n , where the constrained total transmit power P at the BS is allocated to each beam according to this coefficient (i.e. P · f n represents the power allocated to beam n). After the power allocation process is done, the power can be divided as the amplitude excitation to each element. Since the instant CSI is not known at the BS and large-scale fading is dominant in this scenario (86.5% of Beijing-Shanghai HSR is viaduct scenario [47] ), it is crucial to redesign resource allocation strategy in the HSR scenario according to the carriage location information d(t) by transforming the conventional water-filling strategy into a location-aware waterfilling against large-scale fading, where we adopt the channel capacity only subject to large-scale fading to evaluate the achievable transmission rate.
If we normalize the radiation efficiency of the antenna array, the achievable rate R(t) of a single carriage at time t, t ∈ (0, t m ) can be expressed as
, (16) where P represents the total power the BS can consumer at a certain time and f n (t) satisfies f n (t) = 1. σ 2 0 denotes the complex additive white Gaussian noise power. N represents the total generated beam number.
During the train traversing time, we assume the maximum selected beam number N s for each carriage equals to 1 (N s = 1). Under this assumption, to optimize the mobile service of single carriage (defined in Eq. (6)) over the whole time period equals to optimize the total data amount that can be transmitted in one BS. Consequently, the beamforming strategy with location-aware water-filling transforms into the maximization problem of mobile service, which can be formulated as
Note that f n = 0 means no power is distributed to the n-th beam, that is, the n-th beam is not selected. The closed-form solution of this optimization problem is given in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1: Under the condition that transmit CSI is not known, the optimal power allocation coefficient satisfies
and
Proof: Proof of this proposition is given in appendix VII.
By observing this formula, the power allocation coefficient primarily depends on the selected beam number N s , beam directivity D n (t) andW(t). However, D n (t) andW(t) is determined by the location of the train d(t) and N s has a maximum number. Consequently, it can be pre-calculated as well, where for n-th beam, the corresponding power allocation coefficient vector is f n . Therefore, the whole amplitude excitation mapper of each beam can be expressed as
Remark 2: Based on Remark 1 and Proposition 1, the preset power allocation coefficient f n for each beam increases when train moves toward to BS and decreases when train leaves BS; if β lo = π/2, the power allocation coefficient is maximized.
C. THE LOCATION-AIDED BEAMFORMING PROCESS
According to the previous description, the total beamforming weight W of the location-aided beamforming can be expressed as
where the weight w ∈ W is selected according to different location information. When a carriage comes into the service range of one BS, the BS will choose the right n-th beam directed to the carriage location as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Therefore, it is possible to obtain a phase excitation mapper Θ according to d(t) and Θ is an M × N matrix, where N represents the total beam number and M represents the total element number. To be more specific, in Fig. 5 if the carriage is in the coverage of beam II, θ 2 will be found out from the pre-store excitation table and utilized. When is moves into the coverage of beam N, θ N will be selected and applied. To generalize it, the conventional method by ED the CCM to acquire the optimal beamforming weights is replace with routing-similar scheme that the beamforming weight can be attained with searching the look-up table of phase excitation matrix with the aid of easy-to-get location information, which is compatible for the high mobility scenario such as HSR. The detailed procedure to initialize the phase excitation and beam scheduling are listed in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 The Excitation Acquisition and Scheduling Procedure Require: d(t).
Ensure: θ n .
1: Initialization:
Repeat: BS is informed with train location information:
(t). 3: BS matches the acquired d(t) with Θ and finds the corresponding excitation: θ 0 ← θ n (d(t)). 4: BS waits for the incoming next d(t).
5: Until: t > T m . 6: θ 0 ← θ 1 (d(t)).
IV. MULTI-USER OPTIMAL BEAM SELECTION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION A. BEAMFORMING STRATEGY TO GUARANTEE DIVERSITY
If the carriage is in the effective coverage of one beam, it is paramount to guarantee the orthogonality of the chosen beam according to [48] , because it is not the less-accurate directivity of the beam that degrades the system performance but the nonorthogonality of the strongest signals. Although the large space to deploy antenna on the top of the train will guarantee full diversity, it is also crucial to re-guarantee the full diversity from the beam selection process otherwise dramatic performance degradation will occur.
In the multi-user HSR scenario, the total number of the MR is usually fixed due to the restriction of maximum train length, which is much smaller than the number of beams that only some of the beams will be eventually selected for transmission. For most cases in this scenario, the strongest signal will be concentrated on only one or two beams because it is estimated that viaduct scenario occupies 80 percent of the entire HSR [5] , which makes line-of-sight (LOS) signal strong and consequently, the large scale fading is dominant for most time compared with small scale fading, especially for the far-end of the BS coverage. If the beams with appropriate width are generated, the strongest signals are either in the same beam or from the adjacent two beams at most. We give an example of two adjacent users in Fig. 6 . Therefore, without loss of generality, three diverse selection cases with multipath signals are considered, where the power level is based on uplink measurements. For the first cases as illustrated in Fig. 6 , there is only one dominant beam that the power level is stronger than the rest two beams. According to conventional beam selection scheme, if a threshold is not pre-introduced, the beam selection process merely select the strongest signal and then only beam IV be chosen. It is reasonable to conduct the selection process in case one. However, if case two or three emerges due the complex environment of HSR, this selection scheme fails to cover all the incoming paths, which inevitably leads to performance degradation due to signal correlation. Therefore, a new beam selection scheme is proposed for the HSR scenario to avoid the aforementioned situation.
In the designed scheme, a power window threshold is introduced to select the potential qualified beams, where the threshold is usually 3 dB less than the maximum power level. Therefore, all the qualified beams will be temporarily reserved for the potential selection process. For instance, in case two, beam III and IV will be reserved. However, to reduce correlation with respect to each other, if three beams are qualified and reserved, only the nonadjacent two beams will be selected that in case three, beam III and V will be utilized for transmission. The detailed selection process is described as in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The Beam Selection Process for Diverse Cases
Require: θ n−1 ,θ n ,θ n+1 . Ensure: θ n ; θ n−1 ,θ n ; θ n−1 ,θ n+1 .
1: Initialization: power threshold , power level in qualified beam n , selected beam θ s = [ ]. 2: if < n , > n−1 , > n+1 then 3: θ s ← θ n ; 4: else if < n , < n−1 , > n+1 then 5: θ s ← θ n ,θ n−1 ;
6:
else if < n , < n−1 , < n+1 then 7: θ s ← θ n−1 ,θ n+1 ; 8: end if 9: return θ s .
This simple and indispensable selection process will not introduce much online computation because for most cases, only one beam is qualified as described before. Even for the remaining situations, only three beams will be temporarily reserved. Therefore, this algorithm possesses a favourable robustness. By applying this method, other non-LOS scenarios are considered and optimized.
B. MULTI-USER RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR BEAMFORMING
After the appropriate beam is selected for each carriage, the resource allocation is paramount to maximize the total service competence. Based on the single carriage scenario, we consider the resource allocation for multiple carriages without inter-beam interference first, where only one beam is allocated to a single carriage. According to the aforementioned beamforming scheme, the received power of carriage k can be expressed as
where in order to avoid inter-beam interference, the selected beam number N s for carriage k is one. i k,n ∈ {0, 1} stands for an index of beam selection, where i k,n = 1 means beam n is selected for carriage k for transmission, otherwise i k,n = 0. Consequently, the power allocated for user k (p k,n ) when beam n is selected (i k,n = 1) can be expressed as: p k,n (t) = P·f k,n (t). The corresponding normalized achievable rate for carriage k can be expressed as
represents the MR received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and σ 2 k (t) represents the power of additive white Gaussian noise at user k.
Based on the previous analyses, our resource allocation target is to maximize the total mobile service of the train with diverse power allocation coefficient f k,n to each beam, which can be expressed as
Note that f k,n (t) = 0 means no power is distributed to the n-th beam, that is, the n-th beam is not selected for user k at system time t. The closed-form solution of this optimization problem is given in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2: Under the condition that transmit CSI is not known, the optimal power allocation coefficient satisfies
V. INTER-BEAM INTERFERENCE ELIMINATION
Based on the previous discussion, we consider a much complicated situation that during the beam selection process, more than one beams are selected for a single carriage (N s > 1), which may be treated as a beam combining process. However, this beam combination can trigger the inter-beam interference. The inter-beam interference is defined as one beam is utilized by multiple users, where for the most case in the HSR scenario, it stands for one beam is utilized by different carriages within the same BS. To be more specific, the inter-beam interference will occur with a large probability between adjacent carriages under this LOS scenario.
Therefore, during the beam selection process, the received power of carriage k can be expressed as
Consequently, the inter-beam interference for carriage k can be expressed by
where i j,n stands for the index of interference beam and it subjects to
. Therefore, the achievable rate can be expressed as
represents the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). The object here is to maximize the total mobile service of the whole train when considering the inter-beam interference for location-aided massive MIMO beamforming, which can be expressed as the following optimization problem.
Because the above optimization problem is non-convex, we aim to solve it with a sub-optimal location-aided searchingbased algorithm instead of an optimal closed-form solution. For a high-speed train, even the carriage number of a train is limited, the computational complexity of full-search algorithm will probably leads to performance degradation in realscenario application since massive MIMO is considered. Fortunately, according to the previous conclusions in Remark 1, Remark 2 and Proposition 2, we find that the beam near the center of BS possesses a higher directivity and also occupies a larger power allocation coefficient due to the better channel condition, which inspires us to optimize the searching algorithm based on the train location again, namely, if two adjacent carriages select one or several common beams at the same time, the carriage near the BS has the priority to occupy a beam with higher gain.
Therefore, based on the aforementioned discussion, the location-aided beam-selection searching algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 The Location-Aided Beam Selection Against Inter-Beam Interference
Initialization:
i k * −1,n = 0; 8. end if 9. end for 10. a[k * ] = 0; 11. end for Therefore, the whole beam scheduling process to avoid inter-beam interference is based on the continuous feed back of train location information. For instance, during the time the train traverses the BS coverage, before the phase excitations for the selected beams directed to each carriage are applied by the antenna, the carriage which is the closest to the BS (i.e. the 2nd carriage) will check whether the selected beams (i.e. the 7th and 8th beam) are also occupied by other carriages (i.e. the 1st or 3rd carriage). If occupied (the 1st carriage also select the 7th beam for transmission), other carriage will release the beams (7th beam) and re-select. After it, the second closest carriage will also perform the same operation until the last carriage is done.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, several numerical results are presented. The main simulation parameters are illustrated in TABLE I and we assume an accurate Doppler shift compensation at the receiver as in [41] . We label the joint adaptive beamforming as STBC-ABF and our scheme as STBC-LBF respectively for concise expression hereinafter. 
A. BER AND HANDOVER
We first exhibit the BER performance along the rail since the large-scale fading is dominant. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , three different cases are investigated as a comparison for a single carriage. The STBC-LBF scheme can improve the BER performance along the rail especially at the far-side of the BS with much lower complexity, which upgrades the QoS by enlarging the effective transmission ranges and benefits the handover process potentially. Moreover, even the theoretical STBC-ABF scheme owns the best performance, our STBC-LBF scheme possesses a tiny potential performance drop compared with STBC-ABF, which is acceptable since instant CSI is not exploited in our scheme. However, from the practical perspective, the theoretical performance gain in STBC-ABF may be offset by the computation overhead and system complexity to implement ED considering the restrictions for the HSR scenario, which makes the STBC-LBF an optimal choice for the HSR scenario.
Then, as defined in Eq. (9), the handover succeed probability is exhibited in Fig. 8 since a large amount of handover will be triggered in the HSR scenario. We only evaluate the received SNR from one BS and the whole handover time is around 4 seconds. Again, the performance of STBC-LBF scheme approaches to STBC-ABF while it possesses a major improvement against STBC alone, which in another perspective, reduces the handover region and saves more time for data transmission. This improvement becomes more beneficial if the transmission coverage range of one BS is reduced through applying millimeter wave.
B. SINGLE CARRIAGE MOBILE SERVICE
More importantly, We conducted two pairs of simulations for single carriage mobile service with different transmit powers as illustrated in Fig. 9 . By applying the optimal beam selection algorithm, the total amount of data that can be transmitted within one BS is largely improved, where the STBC-LBF owns a nearly same performance as STBC-ABF scheme, especially when the transmission power is constrained. It can VOLUME 5, 2017 substantially improve the mobile service of one BS in this scenario and this tiny performance gap is aroused from the complexity-performance tradeoff of STBC-ABF, which is quite suitable for the HSR scenario since the adaptive beamforming can be hardly performed.
To further exhibit the performance degradation aroused by the inaccuracy of location information, we present the cumulative mobile service under diverse location information accuracies as in Fig. 10 . The performance deterioration under large location information error is obvious. However, if a wireless system aided with an acceptable positioning system, i.e. the location information error is less than 6 m, a good beamforming performance can be guaranteed.
C. MULTIPLE CARRIAGE MOBILE SERVICE WITHOUT CONSIDERING INTERFERENCE
Besides, we consider the whole train mobile service improvement which we name it as cumulative mobile service. In Fig. 11 , a cumulative mobile service comparison under diverse transmit power is exhibited since it stands for the overall service competence of one BS, which in fact, is the maximum data volume that can be transmitted during the train traversing time. A significant performance improvement can be achieved by adopting STBC-LBF scheme in this HSR scenario and it is noticed that the improvement is much obvious when the transmit power is lower, where equal power allocation policy is adopted for beamforming.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 12 , the cumulative mobile service with different resource allocation schemes are illustrated, where beamforming without resource allocation stands for equal transmit power allocation for each selected beam. The simulation results indicate that even when the instant CSI is not available, location-aware resource allocation for each beam is crucial for better performance because large-scale fading is dominant in this scenario and the location information is known. Besides, the whole resource allocation process can be also pre-calculated as the beamforming weight, which reduces the system complexity as well.
D. MULTIPLE CARRIAGE MOBILE SERVICE CONSIDERING INTERFERENCE
In addition, in multiple carriage occasion, Fig. 13 shows that if multiple beams are selected, inter-beam interference elimination is paramount in the beamforming application process, where this improvement will be much obvious when two trains encounter. By applying a location-aided interference elimination method, this performance degradation is eliminated. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, aiming to solve the critical problems in the high mobility scenario, we presented a simple beamforming scheme with transmit diversity for massive MIMO systems which is practical and inexpensive to implement in the HSR scenario. Unlike traditional beamforming schemes, it needs neither transmit CSI nor UCCM and DCCM, which substantially decreases the system complexity with the help of train location information and therefore, it is applicable to either TDD systems or FDD systems. The whole beamforming process within one BS mainly depends on the location information and the beamforming weight is also optimized according to this easy-to-get side information.
The diversity gain in this joint scheme is guaranteed with a simple optimal beam selection algorithm and a closed-form solution to maximize the multi-user mobile service is derived. When massive MIMO is applied in this scenario, the potential inter-beam interference is eliminated by a location-aided method. The simulation results indicate that our proposed beamforming with transmit diversity possesses a favourable performance with acceptable system complexity, which is suitable for the high mobility scenario.
APPENDIX A
Since total power P at certain time is limited and the power allocation scheme at time t and time t + 1 is independent, to maximize the mobile service is equivalent to maximize the achievable rate R(t) over the whole time period, namely,
Therefore, the optimization problem is transformed as
We set P n (t) = P · f n (t) which represents the power allocated to beam n at time t and
Considering the Lagrangian function
κ n P n (t)/P. (37) With the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, we have that κ n f n (t) = 0. According to the constraints in (25) , f k,n (t) is positive. Hence, we have κ k = 0 (k = 1, · · · , K ). Then, based on Eulerąŕs formula, performing derivative of this integrand is equivalent to performing the derivative of F w (t). Therefore
Setting ∂L w /∂P n = 0, we get
Since the small-scale fading h(t) is not known when the beamforming matrix is pre-set at the BS and large-scale fading G(t) is dominant in this LOS scenario, we assume that h(t) is a constant as in [49] , namely h(t) = 1. Therefore,
) and the optimized power allocation coefficient
The achievable rate R(τ ) is monotonically increase when the train moves toward the BS and monotonically decrease when the train leaves the BS. It is possible that f n (t) = 0 for τ ∈ [t, T ] or τ ∈ [0, t]. Therefore, our final goal is to obtain f n (t) after solving λ.
To find this λ, we utilize the power allocation coefficient constrain that
f n (t) = 1. Then we have
By solving this equation, one can eventually obtain
By substituting λ into Eq. 18 and considering the fact that f k,n (t) ≥ 0, we obtain the closed-form of f n (t).
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
APPENDIX B
The problem shown in (25) is a typical convex optimization with inequality constraints. Thus, by using the KKT conditions, we have following Lagrangian first
Since Large-scale fading is dominant in this scenario, we assume h(t) = 1 [49] and set W k (t) = G 2 k (t)/σ 2 0 . Based on Eulerąŕs formula, performing derivative of this integrand is equivalent to performing the derivative of F w (t). Therefore,
Then, with the KKT conditions, we have that κ k f k,n (t) = 0. Because according to the constraints in (25), VOLUME 5, 2017 f k,n (t) is positive, we have κ k = 0 (k = 1, · · · , K ). Setting ∂L w (t)/∂p k,n (t) = 0, we can immediately get
.
Then the optimal power allocation coefficient is
To find this λ, we utilize the power allocation coefficient constrain that .
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